Uniquely designed with safety in mind

Uniquely
designed
with safety
in mind.
Bring your dream kitchen design to life with
a beautifully patterned splashback that
fills the entire wall space behind your hob,
without compromising safety.
With Alloy, say goodbye to tiles and hello to
a high performance, statement splashback
you can place wherever you want.
Your Alloy splashback is fire-safe behind any
hob and waterproof behind any sink; with
simple sizing and no need for an expensive
glass cover or to break up your design with
a stainless steel hob panel.
Maltese Ochre Splashback with Omega Brasilia Worktop

Just cut, fit and cook.
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Design
that fits
your space.
What are Alloy splashbacks?
Alloy splashbacks are patterned aluminium splashbacks, crafted to
give you complete design freedom all around the kitchen - even in
the Hot Zone behind the hob.
Beautiful Designs
Choose from 12 versatile tile & pattern designs, curated to bring your
kitchen vision to life. Inspired by traditional tiles, geometric patterns
and natural materials, every design works with multiple kitchen trends
to build your dream kitchen.
Alloy can handle the heat.
Unlike other splashbacks, Alloy Splashbacks are steam, heat and fire
resistant, making every design safe for the kitchen hot zone without
compromising safety.
What’s the Hot Zone?
The Hot Zone is the area around your gas or electric hob where the
heat is most intense: directly to the front, side and rear that should
be free of any flammable materials including plastic, wood, wallpaper
and electrical plugs.
The concentrated heat in this area is the reason you need to use a
non-flammable material splashback against the wall or you need to
purchase a glass cover or break up your designs with a stainless steel
hob panel to protect the Hot Zone.
Your Alloy Splashback is made from non flammable aluminium and
can be placed directly behind any hob and sink. The 750mm height
of the Hight Rise splashback and Hob panels allows you to fill the
wall right up to hood height with design whilst being safe in the
knowledge they are certified to be there.
Design without compromise.
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Herringbone Cement Splashback with Options Turin Marble Worktop
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Alloy Benefits
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Beautiful Unique
Designs

Hot Zone
Safe

Quick & Easy
Installation

Lifetime
Warranty

Hardwearing &
Scratch Resistant

Easy to
Clean

Choose from 12 versatile tile &
pattern designs, crafted to bring your
kitchen vision to life. Inspired by
traditional tiles, geometric patterns
and natural materials, every design
works with multiple kitchen trends to
build your dream kitchen.

Alloy splashbacks are steam, heat
and fire resistant making them
certified to be placed in the Hot
Zone. allowing you to fill the full wall
behind your hob right up to Hood
height without breaking your design
with Glass or stainless steel panels
behind the hob.

Installing an Alloy splashback is easy
and mess-free. Alloy splashbacks can
be cut to size with basic tools and
attached to the wall with adhesive. For
an Easy Installation overview, please
refer to page 28.

Alloy splashbacks are guaranteed for
their lifetime. We will make good by
repair and/or replacement any Alloy
Splashback which can be shown
to have failed by reason of defects
in its manufacture, subject to fair
wear and tear. Refer to our warranty
details on page 30.

Other splashbacks are damaged by
steam and scratched by cleaning
but Alloy Splashbacks are tough and
hardwearing. You can place your Alloy
splashback behind any hob or sink
without compromising its look, feel or
material integrity.

Unlike tiles there is no messy and
mouldy grout to clean, Alloy is really
easy to clean. Simply wipe down with
a moist cloth and a mild detergent.
Job Done.
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Alloy
Pattern
Alloy Patterns allow you to create a
unique design statement in your kitchen;
from marble to woods and geometric
effects.
A beautiful combination of classic wood
and contemporary geometry, Walnut
Geometric is an abstract linear pattern in
black, laid over a warm timber backdrop.
The result is a statement alternative to a
tile splashback with fascinating depth; a
beautiful nod to mid-century influences.
Team it with jewel tone cabinets to
complete a warm palette, or let Walnut
Geometric do all the talking in an
otherwise minimalist space.
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Walnut Geometric Splashback with Options Nagoshi Pine Worktop
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Geometry Splashback with Omega Venetian Marble Worktop

Make a statement with Alloy. Our Geometry design features white diamond tiles in
a geometric pattern with black grout lines, and no mess. The realistic White Marble
splashback by Alloy is a beautiful alternative to tiles or real marble, and a luxurious
statement to complete any kitchen; with a white backdrop and striking grey veins
that sprawl its length.
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White Marble Splashback Omega Brasilia Worktop
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Urban Cluster Splashback with Omega Block Board Oak Worktop

Stellate Blush Splashback with Options Gardenia Worktop

Alloy splashbacks are finished with a smooth matt
surface but decorated with patterns using realistic
textures. Urban Cluster shows painterly flowers over a
worn cement backdrop, while Stellate Blush features a
debossed effect, creating detail that adds depth even
from across the room.
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Alloy Pattern

Walnut Geometric

Urban Cluster

Geometry

Stellate Blush

White Marble
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Alloy
Tile

With Alloy, you can enjoy classic tile
effects without the grout. Alloy tile
splashbacks, including White Crackle Tile,
are designed to look like real tiles, but
go straight onto the wall in one piece,
cutting out the long and expensive tile
installation process and leaving no grout
to scrub.
Alloy tile designs can be simply wiped
clean with mild detergent
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White Crackle Tile Splashback with Omega Paros Marble Worktop
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Maltese Ochre Splashback with Omega Brasilia Worktop

Designed to look like a classic herringbone tile pattern in long, thin, grey cement tiles,
Herringbone Cement is the ideal addition to create a rustic or industrial finish.
Alloy in Maltese Ochre is designed to look like mosaic tiles in grey, white and yellow
with a nod to Victoriana, offering all the beauty of vintage tiles with all the modern
benefits of Alloy.
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Herringbone Cement Splashback with Omega Turin Marble Worktop
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Alloy in Dappled Crackle Tile is designed to look like real grey glazed tiles laid in a
classic subway pattern, known for creating the illusion of space and height in even
the smallest kitchen.
Herringbone Whitewash looks like reclaimed wood in a chevron pattern, with realistic
knots and grains.
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Herringbone Whitewash Splashback with Options Mondego Oak Worktop
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Modern Victoria Splashback with Omega Paros Marble Worktop

Casablanca Multi with Options Walnut Appalaches Worktop

With an eclectic mix of classic patterns in shades of grey, Modern Victoria captures
the effect of encaustic tiles with fast and easy installation.
Influenced by vintage style Moroccan ceramic tiles, Casablanca Multi captures a
muted kaleidoscope of trellis style tiles with the added Alloy benefits of scratch
and heat resistance. A beautiful statement ideal for splashing pattern into a classic
kitchen design, or the cherry on top of an eclectic vintage style.
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Alloy Tiles

White Crackle Tile

Herringbone Cement

Maltese Ochre
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Herringbone Whitewash

Dappled Crackle Tile

Casablanca Multi

Modern Victoria
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3050mm

750mm

Alloy Sizes
You need uncompromising design, so
why compromise?

High Rise Splashback – The 750mm height of
the high rise splashback allows you to fill the
wall right up to hood height with design whilst
being safe in the knowledge they are certified
to be there. You don’t need to interrupt the
design with a different panel type to protect
your home
Mid Rise Splashback – The Mid Rise
splashback’s 600mm height is ideal for use
behind a sink, or filling the space behind a hob
between worktop and upper cabinets.

Mid Rise Splashback

600mm
3050mm

900mm

800mm

600mm

Alloy Splashbacks come in four sizes, but
you’re not limited by the size of the panel you
buy - it’s easy to cut your panels to the size
and shape you need.

Standard Hob Splashback

Wide Hob Splashback

Regular Rise Splashback

For a focused area of design a hob panel is
the perfect solution. Choose between two
different sizes both with an 800mm height.

HighHob
RiseSplashback
Hob Panel
Standard

HighHob
RiseSplashback
Hob Panel
Wide
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750mm

3050mm




High Rise Splashback

Mid Rise Splashback
High

900mm

3050mm

800mm600mm

600mm
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Regular
Mid Rise Splashback

Mid Rise Splashback
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Alloy Easy
and fast
Installation
Just cut, fit and cook.
Alloy splashbacks are quick and easy to install, with no
professional fitting required. To view our installation
video or download our installation instructions visit
www.bushboard.co.uk/alloy

Alloy Complete
Adhesive and
Sealant

Slate Grey

Basalt Grey

Pewter Grey
Butt Joint

Installation.
Alloy splashbacks can be jointed with simple Butt
Joints or by using our beautiful aluminium trims
available in both Matt Silver and Anthracite.
Trims are available to neatly fit either an internal or
external corner, and edge trims create a sleak finish.
Keep it Clean.
Alloy splashbacks are high performance with low
maintenance. We recommend keeping yours in top
condition with the following steps:
Remove splashes, oil and grime by wiping clean with
your preferred gentle household cleaner
Use a soft, non-abrasive cloth. We recommend a
microfibre cloth or sponge

Jet Black

Silver Grey

Ash Grey

Ice White

Vanilla

Edge Trim

Complete Adhesive and Sealant
We know the importance of the final installation,
that’s why we’ve developed Complete, our bespoke
adhesive and sealant which should be used when
installing your Alloy Splashbacks.

Toffee

Complete is available as an adhesive used to adhere
your splashback to the wall and a colour matched
sealant used to complete your installation around any
joins or edges.

Fudge

Our unique installation adhesive is technically superior
and should be used to bond the panels to the wall. As
this is not seen it is a cost effective neutral colour.

External
Corner Trim
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Internal Corner Trim

Complete sealant is available in a range of colour
options, either chose from our recommendation
for your splashback or match to your worktop. It’s
flexible, super strong and will not shrink or break
down like silicone.

Mushroom

Chocolate
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Alloy
Lifetime
Warranty

Our Testing.
Alloy splashbacks are beautiful, but they’re also tough,
performing exceptionally well during European
Standards testing. Due to the nature of the aluminium
material, they are 100% post consumer recyclable. For
technical data please visit:
www.bushboard.co.uk/alloy
Lifetime Warranty.
Alloy Splashbacks are guaranteed for their lifetime.
Bushboard will make good by repair and/or
replacement (at it’s discretion) any Alloy Splashback
of its manufacture which can be shown to have
failed by reason of defects in its manufacture,
subject to fair wear and tear, provided the product
has been installed and used in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions and that the products are
used for their intended purpose.
Proof of date and place of purchase required. This
guarantee is in addition to your statutory rights as a
consumer and does not affect your rights in any way.
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Herringbone Cement Splashback with Omega Unburnished Grain Worktop

Alloy Overview
					Splashback
ALLOY NAME		
COMPLETE
3050 x 750mm
Walnut Geometric		

Splashback
3050 x 600mm

Hob Panel
600 x 800mm

Hob Panel
900 x 800mm

Basalt Grey

Geometry			Ice White
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White Marble		

Silver Grey

Urban Cluster		

Pewter Grey

Stellate Blush		

Ash Grey

White Crackle Tile		

Silver Grey

Herringbone Cement

Silver Grey

Maltese Ochre		

Basalt Grey

Herringbone Whitewash

Silver Grey

Dappled Crackle Tile		

Basalt Grey

Casablanca Multi		

Fudge

Modern Victoria		

Basalt Grey

Walnut Geometric

Geometry

White Marble

Herringbone Cement

Maltese Ochre

Herringbone Whitewash Dappled Crackle Tile

Urban Cluster

Stellate Blush

White Crackle Tile

Casablanca Multi

Modern Victoria

Urban Cluster Splashback with Omega Block Board Oak Worktop

More great
reasons to buy
Bushboard.

Order brochures | Order free samples | Create with our design studio
Find inspiration for your home | Find a retailer near you
www.bushboard.co.uk

We have high standards.
At Bushboard we’re passionate about everything we do and we’re
always here to help.
We invest heavily in high quality manufacturing and work with the
best materials and suppliers. Our values of partnership, loyalty and
an ethical approach mean we do what’s right; that’s why we’ve been
around since the 1930s.

Choose your favourite designs to
sample for free.

Thousands of retail partners
proudly stock the Alloy range and
are waiting to help you with your
new kitchen plans. Experts there
can give you advice on design and
installation as you explore the full
range of Alloy samples in store.

Need to talk?

www.bushboard.co.uk

Enter your postcode into our Find
a Retailer search page to find your
nearest locations.
www.bushboard.co.uk/retailers

Our Customer Support Team
is here to help.
01933 232 272
businesssupport@bushboard.co.uk

@bushboard
facebook.com/bushboard
@bushboard
Bushboard2353

What to do next.
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Customer Support Team

Your retailer can request these
for you or your can order them
directly to your home by visiting our
website.

Even after Bushboard products arrive in your home we strive to
assure a quality installation. Our Complete adhesive and sealant range
is designed to make the installer’s life easier and assure a quality longlasting installation for you.

www.bushboard.co.uk/retailers

Our retail partners

Use the sampling service to see
how Alloy Splashbacks look and feel
in real life and plan your perfect
kitchen.

Our commitment to quality management is proven by our ISO 9001
certification and our ISO 14001 is testament to our passion for
reducing our environmental impact.

Visit our website to order samples and follow us on social media to
see our latest designs. Visit our retail partners for more infomation,
please find them here:

Sampling

BushboardLtd
www.bushboard.co.uk
tel: 01933 232 272
email: businesssupport@bushboard.co.uk
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www.bushboard.co.uk
01933 232272
follow us on our social media channels...
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www.bushboard.co.uk
A WILSONART COMPANY

